
 

MTE is an independent European network of non-profit organizations working in the 
field of music innovation and music technology. 

Emerging technologies offer high potential for growth and positive effect to music 
businesses, music communities and individual music creators. With a stronger focus in 
building bridges and dialogue between music and technology sectors, Europe has an 
opportunity to place innovation in the music sector to the core of European competitive 
assets. 

Our mission is to create a one-of-its-kind ecosystem of music technology innovation in 
and from Europe and develop programs and initiatives to place music and technology 
into the spotlight in the debate and actions to improve European competitiveness.

MusicTech Europe as a network is equal to both music and technology sectors and we 
believe in the future with one “music business” covering the traditional music sectors as 
well as tech and innovation ecosystems. We develop programs to build new concepts, 
businesses and collaboration matching music businesses and innovative technology 
providers. This is crucial for the growth of the music sector and to be able to compete 
with big global markets. We offer services and programs to all the stakeholders in the 
value chain and of all sizes. 

MusicTech Europe (MTE) will be established to develop an organised network which will 
create a roadmap of actions to address a variety of priorities, goals and objectives. 
Representatives of each country will function as multiplicators for the respective 
music-tech ecosystem of their country. Our actions is built on four main pillars: 

• MTE GO-TO-MARKET 
• MTE KNOWLEDGE
• MTE LAB
• MTE CONNECT

MTE GO-TO-MARKET is a set of  actions to develop go-to-market strategies, accelerator 
programs and to build investor relationships to music industry and startups and SMEs 
developing innovative solutions applied to music. MTE KNOWLEDGE activities include 
developing industry white papers, publications, mentoring programmes, research-driven 
collaboration and transferring knowledge. MTE LAB will develop solution-driven innova-
tion programs in the form of labs, testbeds, sandboxes and developer events to provide a 
platform for innovation between the music industry and technology providers. MTE 
CONNECT will provide a community platform, continuous series of meetups and industry 
talks in major music industry and tech events as well as helping our community to 
access workspaces provided by the MTE network. 
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We stand for efficient knowledge transfer between technology providers and the music 
sector, collective intelligence, open knowledge, cross-border collaboration,
more applied innovation of practically oriented and scientifically founded research, 
greater diversity and inclusion

We aim to 
• develop and organize a virtuous European program for startup and innovators, where 
each local ecosystem can be responsible for and organize a part of it
• develop and organize a virtuous innovation program for the music industry 
• provide music industry testbeds and use cases based on industry needs for tech 
piloting, conceptualizing products together with tech companies
• develop strategies, methodologies and faster tracks for executing innovation in the 
intersection of music and technology on a European level and beyond
• foster collaborations between people from different disciplines to make it easier for 
innovative music companies and entrepreneurs having their products piloted at scale.
• promote & facilitate collaborations between players at the intersection of music and 
(digital) technology
• promote knowledge transfer between music industry, artists and music startups
• help organisations of the music industry to integrate music tech into their business
• help companies and research institutions in- and outside the music industry to establish 
collaborations in order to apply music-technology to other products and services.
• educate of artists, managers and other music business actors on (new) tools and upco-
ming trends
• build programs to foster higher education in music technology
• curate and organise workshops, conferences, hackathons, living labs and networking 
events
• consult European policy makers
• share infrastructures in our local ecosystems (coworking - studios - concert rooms - etc.)
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